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Local field potentials (LFPs) encode visual information via variations in power at many frequencies. These variations are complex and
depend on stimulus and cognitive state in ways that have yet to be fully characterized. Specifically, the frequencies (or combinations of
frequencies) that most robustly encode specific types of visual information are not fully known. To address this knowledge gap, we used
intracranial EEG to record LFPs at 858 widely distributed recording sites as human subjects (six males, five females) indicated whether
briefly presented natural scenes depicted one of three attended object categories. Principal component analysis applied to power spectra
of the LFPs near stimulus onset revealed a broadband component (1–100 Hz) and two narrowband components (1– 8 and 8 –30 Hz,
respectively) that encoded information about both seen and attended categories. Interestingly, we found that seen and attended catego-
ries were not encoded with the same fidelity by these distinct spectral components. Model-based tuning and decoding analyses revealed
that power variations along the broadband component were most sharply tuned and offered more accurate decoding for seen than for
attended categories. Power along the narrowband delta–theta (1– 8 Hz) component robustly decoded information about both seen and
attended categories, while the alpha– beta (8 –30 Hz) component was specialized for attention. We conclude that, when viewing natural
scenes, information about the seen category is encoded via broadband and sub-gamma (�30 Hz) power variations, while the attended
category is most robustly encoded in the sub-gamma range. More generally, these results suggest that power variation along different
spectral components can encode qualitatively different kinds of visual information.
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Introduction
A long-standing challenge in systems neuroscience is to un-

derstand how variations in sensory and cognitive states are en-
coded in the power spectrum of local field potentials (LFPs). In
visual neuroscience, encoding of visual stimuli is often studied by
examining frequencies above 30 Hz exclusively—the so-called

“gamma” range. There is ample prior work to justify why the
gamma band is the default frequency range of interest. For exam-
ple, many studies have reported a robust and narrowly confined
(40 – 60 Hz) increase in power in the gamma range in response to
visual stimuli (Fries et al., 2001, 2008; Fries, 2009; Brunet et al.,
2014). It has been argued that this gamma oscillation is required
for the perception of both objects and natural scenes via the visual
cortex (Tallon-Baudry et al., 1997; Hoogenboom et al., 2006;
Fries et al., 2008; Brunet et al., 2014).

Recent studies have questioned the functional primacy of
gamma oscillation responses in vision (Ray and Maunsell, 2010;
Jia et al., 2013; Hermes et al., 2015). For example, Hermes et al.
(2015) showed that while a robust narrowband gamma oscilla-
tion is induced by some types of visual stimuli, a narrowband
gamma in response to pictures of faces or buildings was largely
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Significance Statement

In this article, we characterize how changes in visual stimuli depicting specific objects (cars, faces, and buildings) and changes in
attention to those objects affect the frequency content of local field potentials in the human brain. In contrast to many previous
studies that have investigated encoding by variations in power at high (�30 Hz) frequencies, we find that the most important
variation patterns are broadband (i.e., distributed across multiple frequencies) and narrowband, but in lower frequencies (�30
Hz). Interestingly, we find that seen and attended categories are not encoded with the same fidelity by these distinct spectral
encoding patterns, suggesting that power at different frequencies can encode qualitatively different kinds of information.
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absent for recording sites in the fusiform gyrus or parahippocam-
pal gyrus—locales that are, respectively, highly responsive to
these object categories (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Chao et al., 1999;
Haxby et al., 2001). Rather, these authors noted stimulus-evoked
power variations over a wide range of frequencies—termed the
“broadband response”—in these high-level visual areas. Thus,
the particular frequency bands that are most relevant for encod-
ing information about object category is an unsettled question
whose answer depends on brain region and the kind of stimuli
presented.

Another unsettled question about the encoding of visual in-
formation in LFP spectra relates to visual attention. It is known
that attention can modulate action potential firing rate (Moran
and Desimone, 1985) and blood oxygenation level-dependent
(BOLD; Çukur et al., 2013) responses to visual stimuli. However,
there is some evidence from LFP studies that information about
what is attended and what is seen may be encoded in different
frequency bands (Bastos et al., 2015; Jensen et al., 2015; Micha-
lareas et al., 2016). Indeed, there is accumulating evidence that
top– down (e.g., visual attention) signals generally are encoded in
the sub-gamma range (�30 Hz; Klimesch, 1999; Klimesch et al.,
2011; Jensen et al., 2015; Michalareas et al., 2016; Helfrich et al.,
2017). Thus, the frequency bands most relevant to the encoding
of visual information may depend strongly on how attention
varies during viewing.

In this work, we identify patterns of variation in spectral
power that are most relevant to encoding natural scenes during
sustained attention to a specific object category by analyzing LFP
recordings using intracranial EEG in humans. We address key
questions related to spectral encoding in this context, namely:
which frequency bands are subject to the most power variation
upon varying the category of attended/seen objects? How is in-
formation about attended and seen object categories encoded in
patterns of variation in spectral power?

To address these questions, we prepared peristimulus power
spectral density (PSD) functions for LFP signals recorded at sites
on and beneath the surface of cortex. We decomposed the varia-
tion in PSDs across seen and attended stimulus categories using
principal component analysis (PCA). The major principal com-
ponents (PCs) revealed the combinations of frequency bands that
explain a substantial fraction of the variation in spectral power
across different seen/attended object categories and across re-
cording sites. We then analyzed the variation in power along each
PC at each site by building simple encoding models based upon
seen/attended object category. We then used the encoding mod-
els to determine the spatial distribution of recording sites that
encode seen/attended categories and the sharpness of tuning
along each PC. Finally, we used the encoding models to perform
model-based decoding to understand how the encoding of infor-
mation about seen/attended stimulus category is distributed
across the frequency spectrum.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Eleven people with epilepsy (6 males, 5 females) between 14 and 56 years
old participated in the experiment. Before the experiment, each partici-
pant underwent a surgical procedure for the implantation of depth elec-
trodes for the detection of seizures within cortical and subcortical
structures. The location of the implanted electrodes was determined
based solely on clinical considerations. All participants provided written
consent approved by the Institutional Review Board at the Medical Uni-
versity of South Carolina. One participant (S2) had an electrode grid (a
transparent numbered mesh of electrodes that is placed subdurally on the

brain surface) over the lateral surface of the left hemisphere in addition to
depth electrodes.

Electrode features, placement, and location mapping
The location of subdural and depth electrodes (Ad-Tech) varied among
participants (Table 1). The placement of electrodes was solely guided by
the clinical evaluation of each participant. Each depth electrode has 10
recording sites separated along the electrode by 5 mm. Each electrode has
a diameter of 2.29 mm. Participant S2 had an additional grid of 8 � 8
recording sites with 10 mm spacing between adjacent recording sites.

We used T1-weighted structural MR images taken for each participant
postimplantation to determine the anatomical location of recording
sites. First, electrodes were masked in the structural images using “cost
function masking” (Brett et al., 2001) in MRIcron (RRID:SCR_002403).
Structural images for each participant were then normalized to MNI
space using the Clinical Toolbox (Rorden et al., 2012) within SPM8 [SPM
(RRID:SCR_007037); Clinical Toolbox for SPM (RRID:SCR_014096)].
Mapping of individual recording sites on a template-normalized
brain (ICBM152 brain) was visualized using BrainNet Viewer (RRID:
SCR_009446). After excluding recording sites that were clinically deter-
mined to be a source of seizure (see details below), the 858 recording sites
were distributed as follows: frontal (7 participants, 253 in left hemi-
sphere, 68 in right hemisphere); temporal lobe, including medial
temporal lobe (10 participants, 218 in left hemisphere, 148 in right
hemisphere); insula (4 participants, 8 in left hemisphere, 20 in right
hemisphere); occipital lobe (3 participants, 13 in left hemisphere, 33 in
right hemisphere); parietal lobe (7 participants, 39 in left hemisphere, 28
in right hemisphere); and basal ganglia (4 participants, 23 in left hemi-
sphere, 7 in right hemisphere).

Recording apparatus
LFP data were recorded using an XLTEK EEG system (Natus Medical).
Sampling frequency varied across participants between 1 and 2 kHz.
Recordings collected with a 2 kHz sampling rate were downsampled to 1
kHz for consistency of analysis across all 11 participants.

Experimental procedures
Participants sat upright and viewed a laptop screen during the course of
the experiment. The screen was positioned at eye level at a distance from
the participants of �40 cm. Participants were encouraged to pause and
take a break at any point during the experiment if they felt fatigued or
distracted.

Synching stimulus and LFP time series
To align the time of presentation of each experimental stimulus with the
recorded brain signals a photodiode was attached to the bottom right
corner of the screen. Each stimulus frame displayed a small white box at

Table 1. List of participants and electrodes location

Participant
ID Electrodes location Sex

Age
(years)

Recording
sites (n)

1 Bilateral temporal Male 44 28
2 Left; grid: frontal and temporal;

Depth: frontal
Female 36 114

3 Bilateral frontal, temporal, insular Female 33 115
4 Bilateral temporal, occipital; right frontal Male 19 68
5 Bilateral frontal, temporal, insular Female 45 132
6 Right: temporal, occipital; left: frontal,

temporal, insular
Male 30 109

7 Bilateral occipital; left temporal Male 32 45
8 Left temporal Female 41 18
9 Bilateral frontal, temporal, insular Male 14 96
10 Left: frontal, temporal, insular Male 21 81
11 Bilateral temporal Female 56 52

The table shows the distribution of 858 recording sites across participants and brain regions. Unless otherwise
specified to be grids, electrodes are depth electrodes. Note that the nomenclature of electrodes is broadly construed:
a “frontal” electrode goes from a deep brain region within frontal lobe up to frontal cortex. A “temporal” electrode
goes from amygdala or hippocampus up to temporal cortex. “Insular” electrodes go from either anterior insula to
frontal cortex or posterior insula to parietal cortex. Occipital electrodes go from medial occipital regions to occipital
cortex and sometimes to parietal cortex.
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the location of the photodiode at stimulus onset, and a small black box at
stimulus offset. Leads from the photodiode were inserted into the same
bedside preamplifier used to record brain signals. The photodiode time se-
ries (a series of on–off pulses) was then used to synchronize the brain signals
with stimulus onsets and offsets off-line (Rorden and Hanayik, 2014).

Experimental design
Participants fixated on a dot at the center of the laptop screen throughout
each experiment. Each experiment consisted of a stream of natural scenes
that prominently displayed a human face, a building, or a car. Each image
was displayed for 0.5 s, followed by an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 1000 ms.
During ISIs, a blank screen (luminance set to average luminance of all im-
ages) was displayed; participants maintained fixation throughout each ISI.

Images were displayed in 9 –15 blocks of 30 –50 images each. All im-
ages were unique, and none of the images was repeatedly displayed. A
total of 450 images were displayed. At the start of each block, participants
were instructed to attend the “face” images, the “car” images, or the
“building” images. The attended category was fixed during each block; it
alternated across blocks in the following order: building, face, car (Fig. 1).
After a random number of selected ISIs during each block, a large ques-
tion mark was displayed (an average of five question marks was displayed
per block). Participants were instructed to then verbally indicate whether
the last seen image was of the same category as the attended one. The
experiment provided verbal feedback on their response to indicate cor-
rect and incorrect trials. All participants gave correct responses on at least
90% of the trials.

Given that all images belonged to one of three attended object catego-
ries, the experiment was composed of nine distinct task conditions, each
corresponding to a distinct (seen category, attended category) pair. These
task conditions are illustrated in Figure 1.

Signal screening and preprocessing
Before analyzing brain signals, we screened all recordings to identify and
exclude recording sites that were reported by the patient’s clinical neu-
rophysiologists to be associated with ictal or significant interictal epilep-
tiform activity. We also excluded recording sites located above the surface of
the brain, as identified by inspecting the postoperative structural images. A
total of 286 of 1144 recording sites were excluded in this way.

After screening, all signals were referenced to a global mean. That is, for
each participant independently a global average time series was computed
and subtracted from the time series of each individual recording site.

Peristimulus power spectral density functions
For each recording site, the LFP, starting from stimulus onset and ending
0.5 s after (i.e., the total duration of each stimulus display), was extracted
and used to estimate a PSD function (Miller et al., 2014, 2016). PSD
frequencies ranged from 1 Hz (DC offset was excluded) to 100 Hz with an
increment of 1 Hz; frequencies between 56 and 63 Hz were excluded to
compensate for a 60 Hz line artifact. Each of these single-trial PSDs were
normalized by calculating the logarithmic value of dividing single-trial
PSDs over the mean power of all single-trial PSDs (log[PSD/�PSD�]),
where ��� indicates an average across all trials for the given recording site)
as in the study by Miller et al. (2016). Single-trial PSDs for each recording
site were then grouped according to task condition (i.e., according to the
[seen category, attended category] pair associated with each trial) and
averaged to construct a condition-specific average PSD. For each record-
ing site, this process resulted in nine condition-specific average PSD
functions. A baseline PSD was also calculated by averaging across PSDs
prepared from the first 0.5 s of signal during each ISI. Thus, a total of 8580
condition-specific PSDs were calculated from 858 recording sites
across 11 participants.

Principal component analysis
The 8580 PSDs were treated as independent 93-dimensional (1 dimen-
sion for each of the frequencies in the PSD) observation vectors in a PCA.
This resulted in 93 orthogonal PCs. Each PC was itself a 93-dimensional
PSD function, with each value indicating power at each of the studied 93
frequency points. In this work, we study the top three components,
which accounted for �40% of the variance.

PC-specific encoding models
We investigated how variations in spectral power along each PC encoded
information about the variation in task conditions by constructing PC-
specific encoding models. Encoding models were constructed inde-
pendently for each recording site and participant. To construct models
for participant k, we first applied PCA to the PSDs from the other 10

Figure 1. Overview of the experimental design. Participants viewed color photographs depicting either a car, building, or face. Photographs were presented for 0.5 s followed by a 1.0 s
gray-screen ISI. For each participant, the experiment was partitioned into blocks of 30 –50 photographs. At the beginning of each block, participants were cued to attend to one object category in
the following order: buildings, faces, and cars. Photographs did not repeat across or within blocks. At random intervals, participants were presented with a question mark after the ISI and asked to
verbally indicate whether the last displayed photograph belonged to the attended object category. This design allowed the study of nine combinations of seen and attended object categories (e.g.,
“see building, attend car”). In the illustration above, columns indicate series of photographs presented within one block. The attended object category is indicated at the top of each column.
Photographs were selected to illustrate each of the nine possible combinations of seen (rows) and attended (columns) object categories.
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participants. We then projected the single-trial PSDs for participant k
onto the first, second, and third PCs resulting from this participant-
specific PCA. Thus, for each recording site we have 450 projections (one
per experimental stimulus) per PC describing the variation in spectral
power along the PC. These projections are the “responses” that are pre-
dicted by each PC-specific encoding model. Formally, for a single record-
ing site and participant, let qi be the PSD calculated for trial i and let pj be
the jth principal component. Then rij � qi � pj is the single-trial response
for PC j that is predicted by each encoding model. The encoding model
for a single recording site in participant k is specified as a simple linear
combination of the following task conditions:

rj � SwT � b � �

where rj is a (Ntrain � 1) vector of responses along PCj, S is the (Ntrain �
9) design matrix of the experiment (each column indicates a task condi-
tion), w is the (1 � 9) vector of condition weights (i.e., regression param-
eters), b is an intercept term, and � is zero-mean Gaussian noise. Ntrain

indicates the number of training samples.
The values of the encoding model weights w and intercept b were

determined for each recording site via simple linear regression that pre-
dicts the projection of each condition to be equal to the average projec-
tion of the normalized spectra of the trained trials for the studied
condition. Regressions were performed by applying a 10-fold leave-k-out

procedure to a subset of 360 trials that was used only for training and
evaluating encoding models (the remaining Nval � 90 trials were used for
decoding analyses, as described below). This means that for each record-
ing site, 10 separate regressions were performed. Each regression used a
different set of Ntrain � 288 trials that were randomly sampled from the
360 trials used to construct encoding models. On each of these 10 folds,
the regression model was evaluated on the remaining Ntest � 72 trials. We
used Pearson correlation between model predictions and the observed
responses rj. The “prediction accuracy” that we report for each encoding
model is the average Pearson correlation across all 10 folds. Here an
encoding model is considered “accurate” if the Pearson correlation ex-
ceeds a significance threshold ( p � 0.05) determined by a random per-
mutation test (5000 permutations of prediction and observed responses
across trials). The encoding model weights that we discuss and analyze
below are the average of the weights across all 10 folds.

Tuning width of encoding model
For analysis of the tuning width of the encoding model, weights for each
recording site were normalized to span a (0.0, 1.0) range and then were
ranked by magnitude. Tuning width is the rank of the lowest-ranking
weight that has a value greater than the middle of the range (0.5). A
“sharply tuned” encoding model would have a tuning width of 9, indi-
cating only a single weight exceeds the middle of the (normalized) range

Figure 2. PCA of peristimulus PSD functions. A, Brain surface reconstructions illustrating the location of all recording sites from 11 participants. Each black dot indicates the location of one
recording site, plotted in MNI space. L corresponds to the left hemisphere and R to the right hemisphere. Table 1 lists the distribution of electrode locations across participants. B, C, Peristimulus PSDs
from a single recording site in the right calcarine cortex (B) and left hippocampus (C) from participant 6 (S6). Each subplot shows the average (shading indicates SEM) normalized, log-transformed
PSD corresponding to each combination of seen and attended object categories (attended object category is underlined in each subplot) and for the ISI also referred to as baseline. These
condition-specific averages were performed over all single-trial PSDs for the specified combination of (seen, attended) object category (or for the ISI). Single-trial PSDs are derived from the LFP
beginning at the onset of stimulus for a duration of 0.5 s. A total of 8580 condition-specific PSDs were calculated from 858 recording sites across 11 participants. D, Results of PCA applied to all
condition-specific PSDs. The top three PCs are shown (labeled PC1, PC2, and PC3). PC1 characterizes broadband variation in spectral power; PC2 and PC3 are selective for power variation in narrow,
low-frequency bands. Figure 3 shows the results of PCA when applied on individual participants separately. Figure 4 shows the correspondence between PC2 and ERP.
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of weight values. A “broadly tuned” encoding model would have a tuning
width of 4 or 5, indicating an even distribution of weights about the
middle of the range. Tuning width is plotted as weight value against
weight rank. For the extreme case of broad and completely nonspecific

tuning, the resulting plot would appear as a flat line. For recording sites
with highly specific encoding of a subset of task conditions, these plots
will reveal curves with a sharp peak (corresponding to the largest model
weight) and rapid falloff.

Figure 3. Results of PCA applied to individual participants. Left, Top, Recording sites for all participants mapped onto a reconstructed brain surface. The spectral patterns for the top three PCs are
calculated based on condition-specific PSDs from all participants except the tested participant to avoid double dipping. Left, Middle, First three PCs for combined participant data. Left, bottom,
Percentage of total variance explained by each PC shows that PC1 represents 24.4%, PC2 represents 8.8%, and PC3 represents 7.9%. Right, Each panel shows recording sites (top) and single-
participant PCs (bottom). The number of recording sites used for PCA varies across participants between 28 and 132 recording sites.

Figure 4. Relationship between principal components and the frequency content of event-related potentials. A, PC1 and PC2, but not PC3, encompass most of the frequency content of ERPs. Time
series at each recording site were filtered by PC1 (blue), PC2 (orange), or PC3 (green). After filtering, ERPs were computed for signals at each recording site. The Pearson correlation between the
“filtered” ERPs and standard, unfiltered ERPs was then calculated. The histogram of correlation coefficients for all 858 recording sites shows that the structure of ERPs was destroyed by PC3 filtering,
but PC1 and PC2 filtering preserved most of the structure of ERPs. B, The PSD functions of the condition-specific ERPs are most closely correlated with PC2. PSD functions of the condition-specific ERPs
at each recording site were computed and then correlated with each of the PCs. The histogram of correlation coefficients shows that PC1 and PC3 are uncorrelated with the PSD of ERPs. For many
recording sites, however, PC2 is strongly correlated with the PSD of the ERPs.
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Figure 5. Spatial distribution of recording sites with an accurate encoding model for each PC. A–C, Encoding model construction and validation for one recording site and PC. The encoding model
predicts power along each PC as a function of the nine conditions (i.e., each pairing of seen and attended object category) in the experiment. This panel shows the construction of an encoding model
for the recording site illustrated in Figure 1. A, Measured PSDs (left) for a single recording site in the left hippocampus of participant 6 (S6) for several test trials. Measured projection values (r, right)
are calculated by projecting each PSD onto the principal component (PC1 in this example, middle). The seen, attended category of each trial is color coded on the x-axis. B, Predicted projections (r̂,
beige curve at right) are calculated using the encoding model (the encoding model equation shown in the first panel was trained on an independent set of 80% of total trials). Here, s is the (Ntest �
9) design matrix of the test set (each column indicates a task condition), w is (9 � 1) vector of condition weights (i.e., regression parameters), and capital letters in the superscript indicate the (seen,
attended) object categories, where B � building, F � face, and C � car. C, Comparison of the measured and predicted PC projections. Prediction accuracy is the Pearson correlation (0.4 in this
example) between the measured and predicted projections. D–F, The same method described in A–C is applied to all 858 recording sites across PC1–PC3. Top panels, Histogram (log-scale) of
encoding model prediction accuracy across all recording sites for each PC. Recording sites to the right of the accuracy threshold (dashed line, Pearson (Figure legend continues.)
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Model-based decoding analysis
A decoding analysis was performed on the Nval � 90 trials that were not
used to estimate or evaluate the encoding models. Decoding analyses
were performed using data from participants S6 –S11 only, as these were
the participants for which the largest common number of trials (consist-
ing of 432 trials) was acquired.

Here, the decoding objective is to predict the seen or attended object
category associated with a set of responses sampled from a population of
recording sites. Decoding is performed independently for each PC. As
above, a response, rj, associated with the jth PC pj is defined as the pro-
jection of a PSD, q, onto the PC, rj � q � pj. Below, we will suppress the
subscript j, as it is understood that all responses refer to a specific PC.

Let s1, s2, and s3 indicate the seen object categories of “face,” “build-
ing,” and “car,” respectively. To decode a seen object category, say s2, we
first form a response vector rs2 associated with category s2. Thus, we
randomly select a trial associated with the category s2 under each atten-
tion condition, then we concatenate the responses of all recording sites
within this population on this same selected trial. For example, to form a
response vector associated with the seen category “building,” we ran-
domly sample a trial associated with “see building, attend face,” “see
building, attend building,” and “see building, attend car,” and we use
those same sampled trials across all studied recording sites, as follows:

rs2 � �rs2:a1
1 , rs2:a2

1 , rs2:a3
1 , …, rs2:a1

M , rs2:a2
M , rs2:a3

M �,

where the superscript indexes a recording site; M is the total number of
recording sites in the population; the subscripts a1, a2, and a3 index the
three attended categories “face,” “building,” and “car”; and the notation
s2:a1 indicates a trial associated with “see building, attend face,” and so
on. The length of a response vector for a given seen object category is thus
3M. Note that response vectors for the attended category can be formed
in a similar way by fixing the attended category and allowing the object
category to vary.

To perform model-based decoding of the seen object category from a
response vector, say rs2, we use the encoding model for each recording
site in the response vector to generate a predicted response vector,
rs1	 , rs2	 , rs3	 , for each of the three possible object categories. We then cal-
culate a Pearson correlation between the response vector rs2 and each of
the predicted response vectors rs1	 , rs2	 , rs3	 . Decoding is successful if the
correlation between the response vector and its matching predicted re-
sponse vector is higher than the correlation between the response vectors
and the other two, nonmatching, predicted response vectors. In this
example, decoding would be successful if the correlation between rs2 and
rs2	 were larger than the correlation between rs2 and rs1	 , and also larger
than the correlation between rs2 and rs3	 . We refer to successful decoding
of a response vector as a “hit.”

To calculate the decoding performance for seen object categories, we
formed 300 response vectors for each seen object category, for a total of
900 response vectors. Decoding performance is the number of hits di-
vided by the total number of response vectors. Chance performance is
33%, since each response vector has a one-third chance of being success-
fully decoded by randomly selecting a seen object category. The decoding
performance for the seen object category was calculated independently
for each PC.

To perform model-based decoding of attended object category re-
sponse vectors ra1, ra2, ra3 were correlated with predicted response vec-
tors ra1	 , ra2	 , ra3	 as described above. Performance was calculated by

counting “hits” across 900 response vectors, as described above. Decod-
ing performance for attended object category was calculated indepen-
dently for each PC.

Decoding performance was calculated for populations of varying sizes
(i.e., populations with varying numbers of recording sites) ranging from
1 to 401 recording sites. To select recording sites for a population of a
given size, all recording sites were rank ordered according to their pre-
diction accuracy. Thus, the population of size one contained the single
recording site with the highest prediction accuracy. The population of
size two contained the recording sites with the highest and second-
highest prediction accuracy, and so on. We emphasize that none of the
trials used to measure prediction accuracy were used to measure decod-
ing performance.

Analysis of event-related potentials
To determine the relationship between the PCs derived from single-trial
PSDs and the PSD of event-related potentials (ERPs), we computed the
time-domain average of signals locked to stimulus onset.

First, we compared ERPs derived from the time-domain signal to ERPs
obtained after first filtering the time-domain signal with each PC (Miller
et al., 2009). To perform this comparison, we applied a Morelet wavelet
transform to signals at each recording site. We then multiplied the am-
plitude at each frequency by the corresponding PC power at that fre-
quency. We then applied the inverse wavelet transform on the data to
obtain a filtered time-domain signal. We then correlated for each record-
ing site the ERPs derived from the PC-filtered time-domain signal with
the unfiltered ERP.

Second, we compared the PSD of the unfiltered condition-specific
ERPs to the PCs themselves. To do this, we computed the PSD of
condition-specific ERPs. We then computed the Pearson correlation be-
tween these PSDs and each of the PCs.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using MATLAB 2018b (MathWorks)
and GraphPad Prism 8 (GraphPad Software). Permutation tests were
performed for comparisons to random distributions. PCA analysis was
performed as described above. A Kruskal–Wallis test was used to com-
pare the ranks of the tuning curves. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was
used to compare accuracy of decoding models to chance. Unless other-
wise specified, statistical significance is reported at � � 0.05.

Code accessibility
Source codes for all analyses and tests performed in this study are avail-
able upon request from the senior author.

Results
Eleven participants performed a category-based visual attention
task in which they viewed photographs (presented for 0.5 s and
followed by a 1 s interstimulus interval) of buildings, cars, and
faces while attending to only one of the three categories (Fig. 1).
At randomly selected times, participants were required to per-
form a one-back task in which they indicated whether the previ-
ous photograph depicted an object from the attended category.
Each experimental condition thus corresponded to one of nine
distinct pairs of seen and attended object categories (e.g., “see
building, attend face”).

Broadband and narrowband, low-frequency components
explain almost half the variance in spectral power across seen
and attended object categories
To determine the combinations of frequency bands that explain
the most variance in spectral power across seen and attended
categories, we first prepared single-trial, peristimulus PSD func-
tions for each recording site in the dataset (858 recording sites
across 11 participants). Single-trial PSDs were log transformed
and normalized (log[PSD/�PSD�]), where ��� indicates an average
across all trials for the given recording site; Miller et al., 2016).

4

(Figure legend continued.) correlation � 0.19, p � 0.05; permutation test) are designated as
accurate. Middle panels, Recording sites (black dots) with accurate encoding models displayed
on the surface of a template (MNI space) cortical surface reconstruction across the 11 partici-
pants for PC1 (D; N � 75 recording sites), PC2 (E; N � 195 recording sites), and PC3 (F; N � 111
recording sites). L, Left hemisphere; R, right hemisphere. Bottom panels, Percentage (bars) of
recording sites with accurate encoding models in each of the labeled brain regions for each PC,
as well as mean 
 SEM percentages under a null distribution (permutation test, N � 10000;
stars indicate significance at p � 10 �3). Figure 6B shows their distribution across the 11
studied participants. And Figure 6C shows the spatial and spectral distribution of recording sites
with an accurate encoding model.
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Normalized PSDs were then grouped according to the combina-
tion of seen and attended object category associated with each
trial, and then averaged within group. This resulted in nine normal-
ized mean PSDs (one for each pair of seen object category and at-

tended object category). An additional PSD corresponding to an
average across all the interstimulus intervals was also prepared.

PCA was performed on pooled data from all participants (Fig.
2). We found that variance was rather broadly distributed across

Figure 6. Spatial and spectral distribution of recording sites with an accurate encoding model. A, Pie charts show the proportion of recording sites with an accurate encoding model for the studied
PC. There was a significantly higher proportion of recording sites with an accurate encoding model for PC2 and PC3 compared with PC1 (N � 848 total recording sites; ***p � 10 �5 comparing each
PC to PC1 permutation test with 1 � 10 5 permutations). B, From left to right: histogram showing the number of recording sites across the studied 11 participants, then the number of recording sites
with accurate encoding models for PC1, PC2, and PC3. C, Locations of recording sites with an accurate encoding model for PC1 (broadband pattern, light blue) and PC2/3 (narrowband pattern,
orange). Data shown in this panel are the same as the ones presented in Figure 5D–F, middle panels, but plotted here on one brain.
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PCs, with the top three PCs accounting for slightly less than half
(41.7%) of the total variance in spectral power (Fig. 3). We fo-
cused our analysis efforts on these three PCs (Figs. 2D, 3). PC1
(24% of total variance) had a broadband profile indicated by
elevated (nonzero) power across all frequencies in the studied
range (1–100 Hz). PC2 (8.8%) and PC3 (7.9%) had narrowband,
low-frequency profiles, as indicated by nonzero power over a
narrow frequency range. Specifically, PC2 concentrated most
nonzero power in a delta–theta frequency range (1– 8 Hz),
which for many recording sites was highly correlated with the
PSD of the event-related potential (Fig. 4B). PC3 concentrated
nonzero power primarily in an alpha– beta frequency range
(8 –30 Hz).

PCA applied to single-participant data revealed some varia-
tion in the ranking of the top three PCs (Fig. 3), but the basic
motif of one broadband and two narrowband low-frequency
components was conserved across participants. Thus, as seen and
attended categories varied in our experiment, the largest varia-
tion in spectral power was along a broadband component (cor-
responding approximately to a variation in the sum of power
across all frequencies), while the second and third largest varia-

tions in spectral power were restricted to low (sub-gamma) fre-
quencies. Higher PCs explained vanishingly small variance and
were not stable across participants; consequently, they were ex-
cluded from further analysis.

Broadband and narrowband, low-frequency components
encode information about seen and attended
object categories
To determine how information about seen and attended cat-
egories was encoded in each principal component, we inde-
pendently estimated an encoding model for each of the top
three PCs, and for each recording site. The encoding model
predicted, for each trial, the spectral power along each PC as a
function of the seen/attended object category associated with
the trial (Fig. 5A–C). Thus, the encoding models used here
were quite simple: for a given PC and recording site, a design
matrix (independent variable) indicating the seen and at-
tended category associated with each trial was regressed onto
the projection of the PSD onto the PC (see Materials and
Methods above). We estimated encoding models indepen-
dently for each PC and recording site using linear regression.

Figure 7. Selectivity index and sharpness of tuning to seen and attended object categories. A, Comparison of sharpness of tuning across the top three PCs for one recording site that had accurate
encoding model for all three PCs. Parameters (normalized) of the encoding model for PC1–3 are plotted in blue, orange, and green, respectively. For each PC, the parameters of the encoding model
were rank ordered along the x-axis. The rank of the smallest-valued parameter (arrows) above the middle of the normalized range (dashed line at 0.5) was then identified. High (8 –9) or low (1–2)
values of this response index indicate relatively sharp tuning. Midrange values (3–7) indicate relatively broad tuning. For the recording site shown here (participant S11, middle temporal gyrus), the
index for PC1 is 9 (blue arrow), indicating sharp tuning of the response along the broadband component. Indices for PC2 and PC3 are 3 (orange arrow) and 6 (green arrow), respectively, indicated
relatively broad tuning in the response along the low-frequency components. The detailed steps for calculating the selectivity index is presented in Figure 8. B, Rank-ordered tuning plots for every
single recording site (thin lines; color corresponds to PC) and cross-site mean (thick lines, error bars are SEM) with an accurate encoding model for PC1, PC2, and PC3. C–E, Histogram of the number
of recording sites with accurate encoding models for each of PC1 (C), PC2 (D), and PC3 (E) for each value of the response index. Response indices for PC1 are skewed toward the extremum relative
to PC2–3, indicating sharper tuning of the broadband PC1 response than the low-frequency PC2 and PC3 responses. Locations of recording sites with an accurate PC1 and PC2–3 encoding model and
high response index within the temporal and occipital lobes are shown in Figure 9.
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We evaluated the prediction accuracy of the encoding model
for each recording site and PC by calculating the Pearson cor-
relation between the predictions of the model and the ob-
served spectral power along the PC across a held-out set of
testing trials (Fig. 5C). For many recording sites, this model
achieves fairly high prediction accuracy (Fig. 5D–F ).

Encoding models were considered accurate if their prediction
accuracy exceeded a common threshold (Pearson correlation �
0.19, p � 0.05; permutation test). Recording sites with accurate
encoding models for all three PCs were identified in the temporal,
prefrontal, occipital, insular, and parietal cortex (Fig. 5D–F).
There were no recording sites within the precentral gyrus that

Figure 8. Examples of encoding model weights. A, Example of encoding model weights for a recording site in the ventral temporal lobe (location is shown as a black dot on the normalized brain
template). Left, The encoding model weights for PC1 (y-axis) for each of the shown categories (x-axis) across the three attended categories (attended to building in purple, to face in green, and to
car in pink). In this example, seeing a face had a higher projection than seeing a building or a car independently from the attended category. Middle, To compute a selectivity index, the encoding
model weights of the left panel are then normalized to the range 0 –1 (y-axis). Right, The nine (attended, seen) conditions are then rank ordered to sort the normalized encoding weights of the
middle panel from the lowest to the highest value. Now each rank ordered task has a new abstract value from 1 to 9, representing its rank order position on the x-axis. The selectivity index is the x-axis
value at which the normalized encoding weight reaches above the middle of the range (0.5). In this example, the selectivity index is 6 (pointed to with an arrow), and the conditions are rank ordered
based on the seen category. B, The same steps as in A are shown for a recording site within the middle temporal gyrus (location is shown as a black dot on the brain template) for PC1 (first row, in
blue), PC2 (second row, in orange), and PC3 (third row, in green). The summary of the selectivity index of this recording site across the top three PCs is shown in Figure 7.
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showed accurate encoding for any of the three PCs (0 of 8 studied
recording sites). We observed significantly fewer recording sites
with an accurate encoding model for PC1 compared with either
PC2 or PC3 (75, 195, and 111 sites with an accurate encoding
model for PC1, PC2, and PC3, respectively; p � 0.00000, permu-
tation test with 100,000 permutations, n � 848; Fig. 6A). The
recording sites with accurate encoding models for PC2 and PC3
appeared to be spatially distributed more broadly than recording
sites with accurate encoding models for PC1 (Fig. 6C). Recording
sites with accurate encoding models for PC1–3 were present in all
11 participants (Fig. 6B).

Although recording sites with accurate encoding models were
distributed widely across the brain, we found that in temporal
lobe the number of recording sites with accurate encoding mod-
els was significantly higher than would be expected by random
sampling for all PCs (45, 103, and 63 sites for PC1, PC2, and PC3,
respectively; p � 0.0009, 0.0006, and 0.0001, permutation test).

In the prefrontal lobe, fewer recording sites than would be ex-
pected by such random sampling had accurate encoding models
for PC1–3 (14, 53, and 24 sites for PC1, PC2, and PC3, respec-
tively; p � 0.0002, 0.0005, and 0.0000, permutation test). For all
other regions, the number of recording sites that exceeded the
prediction accuracy threshold was not statistically different from
chance (Fig. 5D–F, bottom).

PC1 encoding models are more sharply tuned than PC2 or
PC3 encoding models
Are power variations along each PC equally dependent on all
seen/attended categories, or only on select ones? To address this
question, we analyzed the distribution of weight values of the
encoding model for each recording site and PC (Fig. 7). A record-
ing site where power along one of the PCs increased in response
to only one of the nine experimental conditions would be highly
selective or sharply tuned. In this case, we would expect only one

Figure 9. Locations of recording sites with an accurate PC1–3 encoding model and high response index. In the left column of the brain maps, shown in light blue are dots representing each
recording site that had accurate encoding on PC1 and was sharply tuned for the specified object category with a response index �7 within the temporal and occipital lobes. In the right column of
the brain maps, shown in orange and in green are dots representing each recording site that had accurate encoding on PC2 and PC3, respectively, and was sharply tuned for the specified object
category with a response index �7 within the temporal and occipital lobes.
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Figure 10. Model-based decoding of seen and attended object categories. Model-based decoders were used to identify the seen or attended object category encoded in spectral power along PC1,
PC2, and PC3 from populations of recording sites. A, B, How populations were selected. A, Recording sites were selected on the basis of their encoding model prediction accuracy. The plot shows a
histogram of encoding model accuracies for PC1 (similar histograms were constructed for PC2 and PC3). Color indicates prediction accuracy. B, Populations of varying size were constructed by
selecting recording sites in order of encoding model prediction accuracy. The population of size one (squares indicate recording sites; circles delimit populations) contains the single recording site
whose encoding model has the highest prediction accuracy. The population of size two contains the recording sites whose encoding models have the highest and (Figure legend continues.)
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of the encoding model weights to have a value well above or below
the middle of the range of values of the weights for that model.
For recording sites where activity was nonselective or broadly
tuned, we would expect to see all weight values distributed close
to the middle of the range. Thus, a simple index for sharpness of
tuning is the rank of the encoding model weight that exceeded the
middle of the range of weight values (Fig. 8). By this measure, we
find that encoding models for PC1 are, as a population, signifi-
cantly more sharply tuned than encoding models for PC2 and
PC3 (n � 75, 195, and 111 for PC1, PC2, and PC3, respectively;
rank-order comparison via Kruskal–Wallis test with Dunn’s cor-
rection for multiple comparisons, p � 0.0001; Fig. 7B). This was
true when tested for all recording sites (Fig. 7C) and when tested
only for recording sites in the temporal lobe (data not shown). In
the temporal lobe, recording sites where activity was driven most
strongly by faces tended to cluster within the fusiform gyrus;
recording sites where activity was driven most strongly by build-
ings tended to cluster near parahippocampal gyrus (Fig. 9, left
panels, but see right panels for locations of recording sites with
accurate PC2–3 encoding models). The encoding of faces and
buildings by power along PC1 is thus consistent with well known
findings of fMRI studies (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Haxby et al.,
2001; Joseph, 2001).

Information about seen and attended object categories are
unequally distributed across the first three principal
components
Given previous results (Klimesch, 1999; Klimesch et al., 2011;
Miller et al., 2014, 2016; Jensen et al., 2015; Michalareas et al.,
2016; Helfrich et al., 2017), we suspected that variations in spec-
tral power along the top three PCs might encode different
amounts of information about seen versus attended object
categories.

Inspection of encoding model weights revealed a complicated
pattern of interactions between the encoding of seen and at-
tended object categories. Although some recording site channels
showed, for some PCs, a classical amplification of signal when the
preferred category was seen (Fig. 8A), most recording sites
showed a more complicated form of interaction between atten-
tion and vision across categories and across PCs that was not
easily apprehended by visual inspection (Fig. 8B). Thus, we used
a model-based decoding analysis (Fig. 10A–C) to compare the
amount of information about the seen object category encoded
by each PC to the amount of information about attended object
category encoded by each PC. This analysis used the encoding
models to decode from measured brain activity the seen or at-
tended object category associated with single trials (Kay et al.,
2008). The measure of brain activity in this case was the projec-
tion of the peristimulus PSD of each recording site onto a single
PC (i.e., the dependent variable of the encoding model for each
recording site). Thus, the analysis allowed us to independently
decode seen and attended object categories from variations in
power along each PC. By comparing the accuracy of the decoded
seen object category to the accuracy of the decoded attended
object category, we were able to quantify the relative amount of
information that each PC encodes about vision and attention.

We observed a consistent pattern of differential decoding ac-
curacy for seen and attended object categories regardless of
whether brain activity was sampled from all lobes (Fig. 10D, 401
recording sites), the temporal lobe only (Fig. 10E, 170 recording
sites), or the occipital lobe only (Fig. 10F, 32 recording sites). For
PC1, the seen object category was decoded more accurately than
the attended category; in particular, only the seen category was
decoded more accurately than chance from recording sites in the
occipital lobe (Wilcoxon signed rank test comparison to chance,
p � 0.01). For PC2 decoding, accuracy for seen and attended
categories was at parity and significantly better than chance in all
brain areas (Wilcoxon test, p � 0.0001). For PC3, the attended
object category was decoded more accurately than the seen cate-
gory; in particular, only the attended category was decoded more
accurately than chance from recording sites in the occipital lobe
(Wilcoxon test, p � 0.0001). Thus, variations in broadband spec-
tral power encoded more information about the seen than the
attended object category; variations in delta—theta narrowband
power robustly encoded both seen and attended categories; vari-
ations in narrowband �–� power encoded more information
about the attended than the seen object category. A more granu-
lar analysis of decoding accuracy for individual object categories
(Fig. 11) was consistent with this pattern.

Discussion
Summary of results
We analyzed how variations in the spectral power of local field po-
tentials encode variations in seen and attended object categories.
Using PCA, we found that �40% of the variance in spectral power is
explained by variation in broadband (PC1) power, and by variation
in low (delta–theta for PC2, alpha–beta for PC3) frequencies specif-
ically. Power variation along the broadband and low-frequency PCs
encoded information about variations in seen and attended object
categories at recording sites in occipital, temporal, insular, parietal,
and prefrontal cortices. Recording sites with accurate encoding
models were especially prevalent in the temporal lobe, which is well
known to maintain representations of object category (Kanwisher et
al., 1997; Haxby et al., 2001; Joseph, 2001).

Although broadband PC1 explained the single largest fraction
of variance, it was less tightly coupled than PC2 and PC3 to vari-

4

(Figure legend continued.) second-highest prediction accuracies, and so on. The largest popula-
tion contains all recording sites. C, The procedure for decoding the seen object category from a
population of recording sites (a similar procedure was applied to decode the attended object
category). The first three columns on the left of the matrix indicate the nine experimental
conditions. Capital letters indicate the seen, attended object categories, where B is building, F is
face, and C is car. The attended object category is fixed along each column; the seen object
category is fixed along each row. The rightmost column indicates the seen object category to be
identified from measured spectral power (along PC1 in this example) in the population of
recording sites. In this example, the “true” seen object category is building. Thus, measured
spectral power was obtained from three randomly selected trials (top row of the matrix) in
which the seen object was building and the attended object was car, face, and building, respec-
tively. Measured spectral power for each recording site and trial were concatenated to form the
“measured pattern,” which is illustrated by the plot at top right. In this plot, recording site and
condition are arranged along the x-axis, and measured spectral power is indicated on the y-axis.
To decode the seen object category from this pattern of measured spectral power, the encoding
model for each recording site in the population was used to generate “predicted patterns”
(bottom three plots at right) corresponding to each of the three seen object categories. That is,
for each seen object category predicted spectral power for each recording site is concatenated
across the three attended object categories. Each of the three predicted patterns was then
correlated with the measured pattern. If the predicted pattern corresponding to the true seen
object (in this example, building, indicated with an asterisk) was most highly correlated with
the measured pattern, decoding was considered successful and marked as a hit. D–F, Decoding
performance (curves indicate median, shading is 95% confidence interval) for spectral power
measured along PC1 (top row), PC2 (middle row), and PC3 (bottom row). Recording sites were
sampled from all available sites (left column), temporal lobe only (middle column), or occipital
lobe only (right column). Each plot shows the median percentage of hits (y-axis) across 900
attempts (300 attempts per each object category) for populations of varying size (x-axis). De-
coding of the seen object category (red curves) and the attended object category (brown curves)
was performed independently. The quantification of accuracy is detailed in Figure 11.
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ations in seen and attended object categories, as evidenced by the
fact that fewer recording sites had an accurate PC1 encoding
model than they did for the low-frequency PC2 or PC3 encoding
models. This means that, relative to PC2 and PC3, a larger fraction of
the variance explained by PC1 was not related to variations in seen or
attended object categories. Thus, in our experiment, broadband
power may have encoded low-level visual features (Winawer et al.,
2013) and may have reflected variations in signal properties across
different participants and different brain areas, as well as the
inevitable trial-to-trial variability of signals recorded at one site
(i.e., the SEM of the within-group average PSDs that were entered
into the PCA).

For recording sites with an accurate PC1 encoding model, the
variation in power along the broadband PC1 was more sharply
tuned than for the low-frequency PC2 and PC3. This finding is
consistent with prior work showing that during finger move-
ment, the broadband pattern was more sparse than the narrow-
band pattern (Miller et al., 2009). The selective tuning of power
along the broadband PC1 is reminiscent of the highly selective
BOLD responses to object category observed in temporal lobe
(Bar et al., 2001; Haxby et al., 2001). Indeed, previous work sug-
gests that broadband LFP and the BOLD response are tightly
coupled (Hermes et al., 2017).

Although information about seen and attended object catego-
ries was encoded by power variations along each PC, the relative
amount of information about vision and attention varied across
PCs. Broadband PC1 encoded more information about the seen
category than the attended category. The delta–theta band PC2
robustly encoded information about both the seen and attended
categories. The alpha– beta band PC3 encoded more information
about the attended category than the seen category.

Information about seen and attended object category is
encoded by variation in power at many frequencies
Our findings are consistent with previous work that reported the
encoding of object category in broadband and low-frequency
power variations. (Bosman et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2014, 2016;
Jensen et al., 2015; Michalareas et al., 2016). In this work, we
studied the encoding of both the seen and attended object cate-
gories across a spatially broad distribution of recording sites. We
found that the encoding of attended object categories is, like the
encoding of seen object categories, encoded by power variation
across a range of frequencies.

We did not observe a principal component that resembled a
narrowband gamma response (Fries et al., 2008; Fries, 2009). The
absence of an obvious narrowband gamma-component does not

Figure 11. Category-specificdecodingaccuracyforeachPC.Mediandecodingaccuracy(errorbarsrepresentthe95%confidenceinterval) forpopulationsofvaryingsize.AWilcoxonsignedranktestwasused
to compare each sample to accuracy expected by chance (33.33% accuracy) for decoding specific categories (face, building, or car). *p � 0.01, **p � 0.0001. ns, not statistically significant.
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mean that gamma oscillations are not an important component
of the neural processing of seen and attended object categories.
Our findings simply indicate that a narrowband gamma response
did not account for enough of the variance in spectral power
during our experiment to merit its own PC. Also notable is an
absence of a spectral component resembling a broad (high-pass)
gamma response (Jacobs and Kahana, 2009; Vidal et al., 2010).
One possible explanation for this finding is that broad, high-pass
gamma responses reflect a broadband effect that is masked by a
suppressed low-frequency (sub-gamma) narrowband response
(Miller et al., 2014). Therefore, by decoupling the broadband and
low-frequency narrowband patterns, the PCA performed here
unmasked the low-frequency components observed in PC2–3
and revealed the underlying broadband effect.

Our results may be interpreted as endorsing an expansive,
inclusive approach to analyzing the relationship between varia-
tions in spectral power and task conditions, particularly for tasks
that involve interacting top– down and bottom– up signals. Fo-
cusing exclusively on a single frequency band, such as gamma,
may obscure components of the spectrum that encode a signifi-
cant amount of information.

The broadband response
Our results provide a detailed characterization of the broadband
response to seen and attend object categories. We now briefly
summarize its most salient characteristics.

Broadband responses are promiscuous. Projecting a PSD onto
the broadband components effects a nearly equally weighted sum
of powers at all frequencies. Therefore, power variations at any
frequency will register as nonzero variance along the broadband
PC. This makes broadband power variations sensitive to both
signal and noise, broadly construed. This is most likely why the
broadband PC explains the most variance in PSDs but at the same
time offers the fewest recording sites with an accurate encoding
model.

Interestingly, where the broadband response is coupled to
variation in seen and attended categories (i.e., at recording sites
with an accurate encoding model), it is more selective than low-
frequency components (PC2–3). Of the three PCs, PC1 was the
most sharply tuned. In the temporal lobe, the recording sites
where broadband response was selective for faces tend to locate
more lateral than recording sites where the broadband response
was most selective for buildings, which in turn were more medi-
ally located. This is generally consistent with relative locations of
the place- and face-selective regions revealed in fMRI studies
(Kanwisher et al., 1997; Haxby et al., 2001; Joseph, 2001).

Across the population of recording sites studied here, broad-
band responses were quite redundant. This was evidenced by
plots showing the change in decoding performance as a function
of population size. Relative to the low-frequency PCs, decoding
performance plateaued rapidly when decoding was performed
with broadband responses. This observation held regardless of
whether recording sites were sampled from only occipital lobe,
only temporal lobe, or all available sites.

Finally, in early visual areas, broadband responses during our
experiment were “bottom– up.” This was evidenced by the fact
that recording sites in the occipital lobe permitted above-chance
decoding performance for the seen object category, but not the
attended object category. In contrast, low-frequency PC2 re-
sponses in occipital lobe recording sites permitted above-chance
decoding of both seen and attended object category, while PC3
responses in occipital lobe recording sites permitted the above-
chance decoding of the attended object only.

In summary, we find that broadband PC1 responses were pro-
miscuous (i.e., sensitive to multiple sources of variance), sharply
tuned, generally consistent with findings from fMRI studies, en-
coded redundant information across the recording sites studied
here, and, in occipital lobe, encoded only bottom– up sensory
information.

Decoding attention and vision from spectral power variation
Many previous studies have reported that attention modulates
the encoding of seen stimuli in firing rate (Moran and Desimone,
1985) and BOLD responses (Çukur et al., 2013), and can increase
the strength of a response to a preferred stimulus category
(Downing et al., 2001; Baldauf and Desimone, 2014). In our
hands, analysis of the interactions among attended category, pre-
ferred category, and spectral component did not admit any
clearly interpretable pattern of dependence. However, one clear
and straightforward pattern was revealed by the model-based
decoding analyses presented here: we found that information
about attention and the seen object category was differentially
distributed across the frequency spectrum, as summarized by the
model-based decoding analyses above. This finding suggests that
attention and vision have different spectral signatures. In partic-
ular, variation in power within the alpha– beta band of frequen-
cies (PC3) was highly selective for the attended object category.
This finding is consistent with emerging evidence for asymmetric
encoding of top– down and bottom– up signals in the variation of
spectral power (Bastos et al., 2015; Jensen et al., 2015; Michalareas
et al., 2016).
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